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Surviving Erebus
Reader Comments
“This is a JAWDROPPING EYE POPPING, what's going to happen
next!!!! story. I love IT!!! Well, it has suspense and action on every
page you just want to keep reading and reading.”
“I could read this novel over and over again.”
“Your story is one of my favourites. I have never gotten into a story
as this one. I love your story facts. Your book is fabulous."
"My review: I think it's the best book I’ve read since the Miraculous
Journeys of Edward Tulan was published! If I was a real reporter I
would give it 40 GOLD STARS!"
"I think this book is great! There are cliff-hangers that cause trouble
in my sleep! It is very exciting, adventurous and cool! I have a lot of
questions about Antarctic expeditions in history.”
“I think your book is going great because you leave suspense at the
end of every chapter so the people who are reading the book want to
read more.”
"This book is very interesting and it gives you a picture of what can
really happen in Antarctica.”
"Dear Dr. Barell, I have enjoyed your story very well! My favourite
part was when Bagley falls in the crevasse. That completely shocked
me! I could have never imagined that! Your story is one of my
favourites. I have never gotten into a story as this one. I love your
story facts. Your book is fabulous."
"This novel is one of the best books I have ever read. One of my
favourite parts is when Bagley falls in the crevasse and Davey (main
character) has to make a life changing choice - whether to try to save
Bagley or leave him so Death can take him."
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